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For the love  
of pleasure:
The perfect  
combination  
of passion  
and creativity.
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Executive Partner



From the design phase up to the finished 
pipe we have produced every piece in 
affectionate, masterly handcraft. There-

fore each of our pipes may be called an exquisite 
unique specimen. Welcome to VAUEN!

with elaborate attention to detail and 
high quality. For real masterpieces with 
a passion for detail.

With our catalogue we introduce  
to you the new pipe collections  
of the second half of the year 

2016. Be inspired by our creations from 
classic to spectacular.

We are Germany’s oldest pipe 
manufacturer. Since 1848 we 
have made every single pipe 

WP White Dot Quality. A white 
dot on the mouthpiece (WP) 
identifies a particularly attrac-

tive grain as well as an especially elaborate 
manufacturing process.

At least sixty steps  
distinguish a  
handcrafted VAUEN.

Quality that 
convinces.



Art. No. CT 109, WP

Art. No. CT 152, WP

Art. No. CT 166, WP

The models CT 109, 152 and 166 have a so-
called spigot mouthpiece. The beauti-
fully formed sleeve on the mouthpiece 

and the army ring on the stem are worked from 
sterling silver. The models CT 509, 552 and 566 
have a stem end of acrylic. They are sandblasted 
and therefore have an attractive relief.

The bowls of the CUT are kept to a normal 
size. However, we have shortened the 
stem and the mouthpiece. In this 

manner we have created a really handy pipe 
which is easy to stow away. Moreover, because 
of its light weight, the CUT can be held very 
comfortably in the mouth.

Three different shapes  
in three different versions.

Cut.   
Perfect manageability.



Art. No. CT 509, WP

Art. No. CT 552, WP

Art. No. CT 566, WP

Art. No. 3109

Art. No. 3152

Art. No. 3166WP White Dot Quality 
This abbreviation identifies pipes which have a particularly  
attractive grain and elaborate production.



Ocean. 
Daring to 
opt for 
 colour. 

We have developed the OCEAN 
for fans of creative designs.  
It comes in a total of six 

different shapes. Its connecting ring is 
lavishly composed of two aluminium 
rings as well as a blue marbled acrylic 
ring. Besides its interesting design, the 
OCEAN persuades with an appealing 
price. Each model is available with  
a normal bit or a lip bit mouthpiece.



Art. No. 1008 N 
Art. No. 1008 L

Art. No. 1037 N 
Art. No. 1037 L

Art. No. 1052 N 
Art. No. 1052 L

Art. No. 1071 N 
Art. No. 1071 L

Art. No. 1027 N 
Art. No. 1027 L

Art. No. 1043 N 
Art. No. 1043 L

All models are available with either:
                       N = version with normal bit mouthpiece
                    L = version with Peterson bit mouthpiece



WP White Dot Quality 
This abbreviation identifies pipes which have a particularly  
attractive grain and elaborate production.

Art. No. OK 137, WP

Art. No. OK 159, WP

Art. No. OK 237, WP

Art. No. OK 259, WP

Art. No. OK 537, WP
sandblasted

Art. No. OK 559, WP
sandblasted



Oak.
Exquisite. 
Carved 
from oak.

T he two-tone OAK pleases with a 
casing of the bowl in naturally 
coloured oak. It comes in two 

different shapes, each in three 
versions. A wide oak ring – also in 
natural colour – forms a nice transition 
from the stem to the mouthpiece. We 
have made the bowl out of briarwood 
in contrasting, coloured staining. The 
sandblasting of the surface of the OAK 
makes it more robust, and its relief 
attractive and easier to grip. It is ideal 
for connoisseurs of cool smoking 
pleasure.



Stratos.
Absolute 
eye- 
catcher.

A t the end of the stem of the 
STRATOS we have incorporated 
a so-called army ring. The 

undulating interplay between aluminium 
and acrylic results in a very attractive 
and elegant line, without being 
overbearing. The mouthpiece is fitted 
with a normal plug, although it appears 
more like a plug mouthpiece. The 
STRATOS is an inspiring eye-catcher, 
which the pipe connoisseur will 
appreciate.



Art. No. SR 106, WP

Art. No. SR 119, WP

Art. No. SR 136, WP

Art. No. SR 171, WP

Art. No. SR 111, WP

Art. No. SR 168, WP

WP White Dot Quality 
This abbreviation identifies pipes which have a particularly  

attractive grain and elaborate production.



All models are available with either:
N = version with normal bit mouthpiece
L = version with Peterson bit mouthpiece

Art. No. 1679 N 
Art. No. 1679 L

Art. No. 1677 N 
Art. No. 1677 L

Sitter

Art. No. 1683 N 
Art. No. 1683 L

Art. No. 1692 N 
Art. No. 1692 L

Art. No. 1693 N 
Art. No. 1693 L

Art. No. 1668 N 
Art. No. 1668 L



T he CLASSIC presents itself in  
six different, timeless, beautiful 
shapes. Its high-quality crafted 

connecting ring consists of two 
aluminium rings, and we have inserted 
one briarwood ring, stained in the 
colour of the bowl, between them. As 
well as classic pipe comfort and 
continuous delight, these pipe models 
are convincing with an especially 
pleasant price.

Classic.
Timeless 
beauty.



common in the Alps, and which we 
know today only from old paintings 
and black-and-white photographs. In 
its development we have thought of 
the good old days in which our 
forefathers sat down for a comfortable 
while on the house bench for the full 
pleasure of smoking. The nostalgic 
White Dot Series appears in two-
coloured versions and has a tube as 
an end piece in accordance with its 
historical model. The ENZIAN can be 
fitted with up to three filters. It is 
packaged in an attractive gift box.

Enzian.
Uniquely 
different.

T he ENZIAN is our homage to  
the formerly highly coveted 
“Gesteck” pipe, which was very 



Art. No. ENZIAN 1, WP Art. No. ENZIAN 2, WP

Art. No. ENZIAN 3, WP
Art. No. ENZIAN 4, WP
sandblasted 

Art. No. ENZIAN 5, WP
sandblasted 

WP White Dot Quality 
This abbreviation identifies pipes which have a particularly  

attractive grain and elaborate production.

Art. No. TAB 3, 50 g

BAVARIAN BLEND. A well-balanced mixture of whole-
hearted Black Cavendish and naturally sweet Virginia. 
Fortified with the aromatic variety of hops, malt and 
vanilla, it exudes an extremely pleasant fragrance.



Art. No. KANU 1, WP

Art. No. KANU 3, WP
sandblasted

Art. No. KANU 2, WP

The KANU, by designer Michael Damm, has a shape 
which is reminiscent of a canoe and sits especially 
pleasantly in the hand.

Kanu.   
Ready for real design.

The KANU is convincing with its aes-
thetically worked decoration from the 
mouthpiece to the bowl. We have 

opted for real, solid copper. A genuine  
highlight for all those who feel attracted to 
unusual design. The KANU is available in 
three different versions. It comes in a high-
quality gift box.

WP White Dot Quality 
This abbreviation identifies pipes which have a particularly  
attractive grain and elaborate production.



AUENLAND – “THE SHIRE” PIPE STAND. We have 
designed a pipe stand in a rustic version especially for 
our Auenland – “The Shire” pipe. The “support” for the 
stem is made from a real branch which has a fork. The 
part where the bowl stands is made of real oak.

CLODO joins our debonair Auenland – “The 
Shire” series and appeals to all lovers of 
poetry and enchanting moments. It is 

available as a smooth as well as a sandblasted 
version (CLODO S).

Art. No. TAB Auenland Morning, 50 gArt. No. 306

AUENLAND – “THE SHIRE” MORNING. A grandiose 
mixture of a high proportion of Black Cavendish, 
various blonde Virginias and nutty Burley, rounded 
with fragrant vanilla, ripe mirabelle and cappuccino. 
Different cut widths provide a steadily gentle burn.

Clodo.
Smoke  
signals from 
the Shire.

Art. No. CLODO

Art. No. CLODO S
sandblasted



Art. No. TAB 2, 50 g

Art. No. TAB 7, 50 g

Art. No. TAB 22, 50 g

Art. No. TAB 8, 50 g

CORIANDER. Two different types of Black Cavendish 
and handpicked Virginia in different cut widths 
combine to form a stylish, refined tobacco with perfect 
harmony. The exotic aroma of fresh coriander and a 
little honey hints at the flavours of the Orient.

MELLOW NUT. An excellent blend with a high pro-
portion of mature Black Cavendish, golden, broad-cut 
Virginia, sun-ripened Burley and Broken Virginia. The 
mixture is deliciously enhanced with the flavours of 
walnut, vanilla and mirabelle. The burn is pleasant 
and uniform.

ENGLISH BLEND. An elegant typical English mixture of 
fine Black Cavendish and intense Latakia, seasoned 
with a pinch of Burley and Golden Virginia. Masterfully 
rounded with a slightly sweet aroma of bourbon 
vanilla. A pleasant tobacco with a grandiose burning 
quality for the fastidious smoker.

STRAWBERRY & CHAMPAGNE. A premium blend of 
brown, golden and red Virginia leaves in various cut 
widths. Roasted Black Cavendish has been added for a 
cool burn. This mixture is rounded off with a touch of 
Burley. The aroma of strawberries and champagne 
results in a wonderful taste experience as well as an 
extremely pleasant room fragrance.



DR. PERL JUNIOR –
THE ACTIVE CARBON FILTER WITH A SYSTEM.
Perfect taste allows no compromise.

THE ENTIRE VAUEN PROGRAMME CAN BE FOUND ON THE WEB UNDER WWW.VAUEN.DE

PIPE CLEANERS WITH BRUSH. The conical cotton 
cleaners provide optimal cleaning because of the 
strong wire and incorporated brush.

PIPE BAG. VAUEN offers various pipe bags made of 
genuine leather. The combination bag shown has 
space for tobacco, pipes and accessories.

TAMPERS. The automatic tampers from VAUEN are 
particularly easy to use because the plate completely 
disappears into the housing with the press of a button. 
This way the tablecloth remains clean. The removable 
upper part is designed as a cleaning pick.

Art. No. 552/8S and Art. No. 580



VEREINIGTE PFEIFENFABRIKEN NÜRNBERG GMBH
LANDGRABENSTR. 12 | 90443 NUREMBERG
TEL: (09 11) 42 43 68-0 | FAX: (09 11) 41 21 01
INFO@VAUEN.DE | WWW.VAUEN.DE

WWW.VAUEN.DE
HANDMADE IN GERMANY
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The best pipe shop!
www.world-of-pipes24.com

https://www.world-of-pipes24.com



